Magnetic island equilibria resulting from reconnection in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations are explored in a two-dimensional slab geometry. Magnetic islands are evolved to finite amplitude with a nonzero resistivity. The resistivity and flows are then set to zero and the system is allowed to relax toward equilibrium. A y-type singular current layer in the equilibrium state is identified for all but systems with the smallest values of the tearing mode stability parameter ⌬Ј. It is shown that the length of the equilibrium y line tracks the length of the Sweet-Parker current layer that develops during reconnection. This suggests that the formation of Sweet-Parker current layers during magnetic reconnection in the resistive MHD model is a consequence of the presence of a singularity in post-reconnection state. A threshold in ⌬Ј for singular behavior is also identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Sweet-Parker theory the inflow velocity of plasma into the dissipation region during reconnection is given by the relationship
where the width of the current layer, ⌬, depends on plasma resistivity and is therefore small compared with the macroscopic system size L. 1, 2 The Alfvén speed C A limits the outflow from the layer in the resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model. Because ⌬ӶL, the rate of reconnection given in Eq. (1) is small. The introduction of kinetic waves boosts reconnection rates, consistent with fast reconnection observed in space and solar plasmas. 3 However, such waves are not present in the resistive MHD model. The physics basis of Sweet-Parker current layers in resistive MHD simulations therefore needs to be explored in order to understand the degree to which reconnection is limited in MHD models and to understand why no such layers are seen in kinetic models.
The dominance of Sweet-Parker theory is ultimately a consequence of the inherent singular structure of the magnetic island equilibrium in the post-reconnection state. Waelbroeck has shown that in equilibria resulting from island growth of the m = 1 mode in tokamaks the conservation of magnetic flux implies the formation of a macroscopic current layer. 4, 5 The numerical exploration of island growth in the double tearing mode in a two-dimensional (2D) resistive MHD (Ref. 6) slab model has been carried out. 7 Such a system can be characterized by a finite value of the tearing mode stability parameter ⌬Ј in contrast with the infinite value of this parameter in the case of the m = 1 mode in a cylinder. In these simulations current layers emerged in all cases except those closest to marginal stability, and the length of the current layers increased with ⌬Ј. For large values of ⌬Ј, the scaling of the reconnection rate was consistent with ideal Sweet-Parker theory, i.e., compliance with Eq. (1) and the scaling E r ϳ 1/2 with E r being the reconnection electric field and the resistivity. 7 A preliminary study of the magnetic island equilibria resulting from the growth of the double tearing mode was carried out by following the island growth to a finite amplitude, zeroing out the resistivity, thereby halting reconnection, and allowing the resulting equilibria to relax. A surprise was that as the equilibria relaxed a singular y-type current layer formed that was consistent in length with the length of the Sweet-Parker current layer that developed while reconnection was proceeding. The important conclusion was therefore that the dominance of Sweet-Parker reconnection in resistive MHD simulations is a consequence of the singular nature of the underlying ideal reconnected state. 7 The presence of singular equilibria in unstable systems is consistent with the equilibrium theory of Waelbroeck. 4, 8 However, a discrepancy between the numerical simulations 7 and the analytic predictions on the existence of an island width threshold for the onset of singular behavior 8 remains unresolved. In the Waelbroeck theory the threshold for singular behavior is given by ⌬Јw ϳ 20, where w is the half-width of the magnetic island. In addition, the relaxation of the post-reconnection island equilibria and the exploration of the resulting structure of the y line has only been completed for large values of ⌬Ј.
In this paper we present the results of further numerical calculations for the 2D double current layer configuration in the resistive MHD model to more fully explore the structure of the y-type current layer and its dependence on ⌬Ј with the specific goal of exploring the relation of the y-line current layer with the Sweet-Parker current layer that forms during reconnection and identifying the threshold (in ⌬Ј) for its formation.
II. SIMULATIONS AND RELAXATION METHOD
For our simulations, magnetic islands are grown using the full set of resistive MHD equations in a 2D slab geometry:
where we have taken an isothermal approximation. The initial equilibrium is a periodic double current layer with a magnetic field given by B = ẑ ϫ ١ + ẑB z with = sin͑y͒ and B z chosen so that B 2 ϵ B z0 2 = B x 2 + B z 2 is constant. The density is therefore initially a constant value n 0 . The equations are written in normalized units: magnetic fields to the peak value B 0 of B x ; length to = L y /2 with L y being the periodicity length in the y direction; and time to the Alfvén transit time / c A0 with c A0 = B 0 / ͱ 4m i n 0 . Simulations are carried out with B z0 = 5.0, which is in the large guide field limit, with T = 1, corresponding to ␤ =2nT / B 2 = 0.08. Unless otherwise stated, the resistivity during the reconnection phase of the simulations is 2.8ϫ 10 −4 . A small initial magnetic perturbation of B y ϳ 10 −5 is applied to initiate reconnection. In addition to the plasma resistivity, small fourth-order viscous and diffusion terms are included to dissipate fluctuations at the grid scale. For a computational domain of length L x in the x direction the tearing mode stability parameter for the lowest order mode is given by ⌬Ј =2 tan͑ /2͒, with
The value of ⌬Ј increases monotonically with increasing L x from the marginal stability boundary L x = L y , which facilitates a study of magnetic island growth in both weakly and strongly unstable regimes.
As magnetic islands grow, Sweet-Parker current layers develop except in those systems which are very near to marginal stability. 7 The goal then is to determine why such layers emerge and what in the underlying equilibria ensures the dominance of Sweet-Parker scaling for reconnection in resistive MHD simulations. Magnetic islands were therefore grown for a variety of box lengths. The resistivity was then set to zero to turn off reconnection and the reconnected states were allowed to relax to equilibrium. The relaxation process was carried out by setting the flows to zero, evolving the system for a short period, and repeating the process. As the island relaxes to equilibrium, the current layer around the x line increases and narrows, maintaining the jump in the magnetic field across the layer. As each simulation progresses, current profiles are continuously monitored. If the layer width ␦ approaches the grid scale, the grid is refined using a linear interpolation scheme, while maintaining a constant ratio of the grid spacing in the x and y directions. In systems with a large box length L x , corresponding to large values of ⌬Ј, the plasma flows needed to be rezeroed several times during the relaxation. The rate of regeneration of plasma flows decreased after each such zeroing.
III. RESULTS
In our initial study of magnetic island relaxation we focused on a strongly unstable system, ⌬Ј = 20.93. 7 A long Sweet-Parker layer developed as the magnetic island grew to a width of w = 0.85. The system was then allowed to relax. As the system settled to its equilibrium state, J z max increased as ␦ collapsed in a secular manner. The integrated current was preserved and the layer length remained approximately constant. Simultaneously the magnetic structure changed from an x-line to a y-type neutral line. Figure 1 shows the x-y plane of J z for this system at the end of the island growth phase and late during the relaxation. The maximum out-of- 
plane current increased by nearly a factor of 4. The continuing contraction of the current layer in the vicinity of the y line and separatrix in Fig. 1 are manifestations of the singularity. That the y line is an equilibrium can be deduced from the magnetic field in the region around the current layer. Figure  2 shows cuts of B y through the current layer in the outflow direction. As the relaxation proceeds the profile of B y in the layer flattens and its slope approaches zero. B y decreasing to zero is required for the singular current layer to reach a true equilibrium because otherwise the J z B y force outward from the x line would continue to drive flows. Additionally, the preservation of the integrated current is clear from Fig. 3 , where the jump in the magnetic field across the layer remains fixed despite the increase of the slope of B x versus y.
To more fully explore the relation between the length of the Sweet-Parker current layer that develops during reconnection and the equilibrium y-type current layers, we have carried out the island relaxation for a range of system sizes corresponding to ⌬Ј varying from 1.3 to 30 with island widths of approximately 0.85-0.89. For ⌬Ј ജ 4.92, we see an increase in J z max and the formation of a y line similar to that seen for ⌬Ј = 20.93. The out-of-plane currents during reconnection and in the late phase of relaxation are shown for ⌬Ј = 4.92 in Fig. 4 . Compared with the case of ⌬Ј = 20.93, the current layer is much shorter. The narrowing of the current layer near the x line and along the separatrix, corresponding to the formation of a y line, is immediately apparent. Another difference in the current layers in Fig. 4 compared with those at higher ⌬Ј is that the length of the current layer corresponding to the relaxed state is noticeably shorter than that corresponding to the Sweet-Parker layer that develops during reconnection. We have varied the magnitude of the resistivity used during island growth and have found that the length of the Sweet-Parker current layer also varies, especially for the smaller values of ⌬Ј, being shorter for smaller values of the resistivity. We expect therefore that for smaller resistivity there would be less change in the length of the current layer during relaxation. In Fig. 5 , the B y profile along the current layer is shown for ⌬Ј = 4.92. Again, the slope of B y decreases, corresponding to the relaxation to equilibrium with a y-type current layer.
During relaxation of the currents with ⌬Ј = 1.3, we again see a modest increase in J z max . However, as shown in Fig. 5 the slope of B y along the layer in the outflow direction increases as relaxation proceeds. The inability of this system to maintain a stable singular current layer indicates that the layer is evolving into an x point rather than into a y line. From the simulations carried out thus far we conclude that the threshold for singular behavior lies between ⌬Ј = 1.3 and ⌬Ј = 4.92. We have not demonstrated that this threshold is sensitive to the island width w. Indeed, in our earlier work we found that for ⌬Ј = 20.93 there was no obvious threshold in island widths down to w = 0.04, suggesting that any threshold must lie below ⌬Јw = 2.6. We have also not explored the possible sensitivity of the results to the value of the resistivity. We hypothesize that for smaller values of the resistivity singular current layers might form at smaller values of ⌬Ј. This is because we have seen in earlier simulations that the onset of Sweet-Parker reconnection takes place at smaller island widths for smaller values of the resistivity. Too large a resistivity tends to diffuse away the current layers that develop during reconnection.
IV. CURRENT LAYER LENGTH
Thus, we have found that Sweet-Parker current layers form during magnetic reconnection in resistive MHD models for all values of ⌬Ј that are not close to marginal stability and that these current layers are a consequence of the existence of a singularity in the island equilibria that form as a result of reconnection. To make this connection more clear, we show in Fig. 6 the length of the Sweet-Parker current layer measured during reconnection (triangles) and the length of the current layer late in the relaxation process (diamonds) versus ⌬Ј. The data were again taken at island widths around 0.85 and the length of the current layer was calculated by defining the edge of the current layer to correspond to 20% of its peak value. The length of the SweetParker current layer increases monotonically with ⌬Ј, rolling over at large values of ⌬Ј. When normalized to L x , these results are consistent with results published earlier. 7 The lengths of the equilibrium y lines also increase monotonically and roll over at large ⌬Ј to a value around 0.25L x . In earlier analytic arguments it was suggested that the length of the y line would become a fixed fraction of the length L x at large ⌬Ј. 7 The lengths of the Sweet-Parker current layers track the lengths of the equilibrium y lines although, as discussed earlier, the y lines are shorter, especially at smaller values of ⌬Ј.
The difference between the length of the Sweet-Parker current layer and the length of the equilibrium y line is a consequence of the finite resistivity, which has greater impact for more slowly growing islands (smaller ⌬Ј). The Sweet-Parker current layers are smaller for a smaller resistivity at a given value of ⌬Ј, though not smaller than the length of the y line corresponding to that value of ⌬Ј. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 where we show data from simulations with = 7.0ϫ 10 −5 , a factor of 4 smaller than the other data in this figure, and ⌬Ј = 8.11. The length of the Sweet-Parker current layer decreases substantially while the y line length is only marginally shorter. Thus, smaller resistivity brings the Sweet-Parker current layer closer to its relaxed equilibrium structure. This is to be expected since low resistivity leads to slower growth and therefore more time for the currents to relax toward equilibrium levels.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The simulations have been carried out in a double current layer periodic system. This system is convenient because it allows us to vary ⌬Ј in a systematic manner. It might be argued that the results presented here are valid only for the double current layer where the growing island in one current layer drives the flow into the x line at the adjacent current layer. This argument is not valid. In the region outside the island, the plasma inertia is negligible. As long as the distortion of the magnetic field lines is not too great, i.e., the islands do not overlap with the adjacent current layers, the magnetic field modulations can be described by linear perturbation theory and the external solutions can be written in terms of the stability parameter ⌬Ј. This was, for example, shown earlier by Waelbroeck. 4 Thus, the results are generic when expressed in terms of the parameter ⌬Ј and the conclusion is that Sweet-Parker theory rather than Rutherford theory 10 must be used to describe magnetic island growth in a MHD system unless the island is very close to marginal stability. As has been known for nearly 50 years, the reconnection rates arising from the Sweet-Parker model (with classical resistivity) are far too slow to explain the rate of release of magnetic energy in space, solar, and laboratory plasmas. An interesting question is why the kinetic models of reconnection that have recently been invoked to describe fast recon- Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 11, No. 12, December 2004 Singular structure of magnetic islands… 5671 nection in these systems are able to circumvent the formation of the Sweet-Parker current layer. 3, [11] [12] [13] The relaxation of the current layer into the Sweet-Parker form is consequence of the propagation of ideal MHD Alfvén waves. In the resistive MHD model, where reconnection is slow, these waves are fast enough to relax the system to the Sweet-Parker form. However, in the kinetic model the dynamics of the region around the x line is controlled by whistler and kinetic Alfvén waves, whose phase speed greatly exceeds the MHD waves. These waves open up rather than close down the opening angle of the downstream separatrices during reconnection. Thus, having a mechanism that can beat out the ideal MHD waves seems to be a requirement to prevent the relaxation of a reconnecting system into the singular y-line structure that defines the Sweet-Parker current layer.
